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Abacus, primers for, 343–44; *Suanfa cuoyao* 算法撮要, 343–44; *Suanfa yaojue* 算法要訣, 344n

Academies (*shuyuan*): business with branch bookstores, 254–56; increased number of, 51–52, 56–57, 322; as markets for educational texts, 80–81, 84, 233, 238, 405; in Tingzhou, 316

Accounting: branch bookstore, 144–45, 262–63, 266n; household, 140–45, 150, 262–63, 291; publishing house, 140–45, 291

Acupuncture practitioners, 315

Acupuncture texts, 445–46, 514; *Fa-zhen du* 發針度, 446; *Tongren yuxia zhenjiu tujing* 銅人腧穴針灸圖經, 446n; *Tongren zhenjiu* 銅人針灸, 446n; *Zhenjiu daquan* 針灸大全, 446n

Adventure novels, 478, 486–87, 492–94, 497, 531–32. See also Military romances

Agriculture: crops, 43; double-cropping, 46; glossaries, 337, 339, 341; in Guangdong, 220; manuals, 566; in Minxi, 39, 40, 41, 43; in Sibo, 65; subsistence, 39, 46–47; women’s labor, 40, 41

Allusion collections, 309, 399; *Cheng-yu kao* 成語考, 350n; *Jingdi diangu* 經史典故, 311; *Youxue gushi qionglin* 幼學故事瓊林, 165, 255, 260, 307, 311, 313, 349–53, 517

Almanacs (*tongshu*): compilers, 311; *Cui Fu tongshu* 崔福通書, 311; *Lu-chuan tongshu* 爐傳通書, 311; popularity, 451–52, 469, 471; printed by branch bookstores, 264; *Xiangji [beiyao] tongshu* 象吉 [備要]通書, 454n; *Xingping yaojue* 星平要訣百年經合刻, 452; *Yuxia ji* 玉匣記, 255; *Zengbu zhujia xuanze guang Yuxia ji* 增補諸家選擇廣玉匣記, 452–54

An Lushan 安祿山 rebellion, 372–73

Analects, 332, 333, 365, 377–78, 382, 408. See also Four Books

Ancestor worship, 60, 72
Ancestral estates (zulian), 69, 70, 76, 276
Ancestral halls, 61, 62, 105, 156–57
Anle 安樂, 119; paper industry, 114, 115, 116–17
Anliuyu 安流圩, 201, 243–49
Anqing 安慶, 12, 539
Anshun 安順, 12
Aofeng 傲峰 Mountains, 58
Astrology, 465–66
Authorship concept, 310, 313, 314
Bai, Limin, 335
Baijia xing 百家姓, 321, 326, 328, 349
Bai tanzi 桃子 (temporary stalls), 238
Bamboo: cultivation, 96; types, 95–96
Bamboo-branch stories (zhuzhi ci), 505n
Bamboo forests, 95–96
Bamboo paper: availability in southern China, 18; costs, 145n; cutting, 121–22; demand for, 120; exports, 44, 95, 120; lianzi, 117, 539; mao- bian, 115, 117–18, 121, 519, 537; obtaining, 115–16; page sizes, 118n, 119, 121–22; prices, 121; purchased by booksellers, 237; quality, 117–18, 120–21; shipping, 115–16; types, 117–18; yukou, 115, 117–18, 121
Bamboo paper-making: materials, 43–44, 95–96; methods, 118–21; outside investment, 46; seasonal cycle, 122; in Tingzhou, 113–15, 120; in Xuwanzhen, 537
Bamboo shoots, 43
Bamboo shoulder baskets (matuo or maduo), 256
Bambs nce 版本學 (study of editions), 5
Bandits, 40, 249–51
Banks, 218
Bao 包, Judge, 486, 488
Bao Xiang’ao 鮑相璈, 441–42
Baochi zhinan che 保赤指南車, 442–43
Baoqing 宝慶, 12
Beijing, 109–11; tools, 26
Biqing tang 比清堂, 261, 397
Block cutters: character-cutting
shops, 17, 98, 104; employment relationships, 17; famous lineages of, 15; hiring, 97–99, 100, 104–5; household members, 99–100; itinerant, 17, 98, 99, 542; of local lineages, 98, 100; in Magang, 15, 101–2, 104–5, 133, 536, 545–46; productivity, 103; skills, 14–15; transporting blocks from distant, 17; wages, 15, 17, 102n, 146, 541, 546; women, 14–15, 17, 519, 536, 146, 545–46; in Yuechi county, 11–12, 14, 17, 536, 540–44
Block cutting: costs, 146; in Magang, 15, 101–2, 104–5, 133, 536, 545–46; preparation, 97, 99, 102–3; process, 14, 97, 102–3; as simple task, 100; as subsidiary craft, 15; in
Yuèchí county, 11–12, 14, 17, 536, 540–44. See also Woodblocks
Book boxes, 242–43
Book designs, 103
Bookkeeping, see Accounting
Book lists, 22–24
Book markets: Jianyang, 294; in Qing, 12; Sibao, 87, 190–92; supplied by Xuwanzhen, 339. See also
Bookstores: stocks, 101
Branch bookstores
Book presses (shuzha), 109–11
Book rentals, 518
Books, see Sibao imprints
Booksellers, see Itinerant booksellers; Sibao publishers/booksellers
Bookstores: stocks, 123. See also
Branch bookstores
Bosu 百色: bookselling routes, 202, 209, 224, 255; bookstores, 256, 258, 265
Bosu (laoban), 101
Brokerage firms (yabang), 298
Brokers (yarn), 298
Brushes, printing, 95, 107, 111
Buddhism, 73–74, 467
Burial sites: disputes over, 77, 456; in Sibao, 59–60. See also Funeral rituals
Bushi zhengzong 卜筮正宗, 462–63

Caishen 財神, 73
Caizi jiaren 才子佳人 (talent and beauty) love stories, 488–90, 494, 495, 532; Diba cai zi Huaqian ji 第八才子花箋記, 505f; Erdu mei quanzhuan 二度梅全傳, 489, 495, 531; Haoqiu zhuan 好逑傳, 489; Jinxiang ting 錦香亭, 489; Jiu caizi Erhehua shi 九才子二荷華史, 505f; Liangjiaohun xiaozhuan 梁家勳小傳, 489; Shuangfeng qiyuan 雙鳳奇緣, 495, 497; Tiexiu xianshi 鐵花仙史, 489; Wufeng yin 五鳳吟, 489, 497; Wumia yuan
Index

Cangban suoyou 藏版所有 rule, 178–79, 187, 264, 290, 308
Carpentry, 66
Carter, Thomas, 4
Catalpa (zi), 94
Censorship, 496–98
Chang Chung-li, 147
Changde 常德, 205, 229
Changxiang 長縣, 229; book markets, 12, 539; bookselling routes, 205
Changqiu 長秋, 205, 227
Changsha 長沙, 229; book markets, 12, 539; bookselling routes, 205
Changxing 長興 county seat, 201
Changning 長寧, 205, 227
Chongbaidang 崇白堂, 259
Chongde 崇德, 446
Chongming 崇明, 132
Chongning 崇寧, 205, 227
Chongqing: publishing industry, 10, 12, 195, 541–42
Chongqing：looping, see Yin River
Chongzhen 紅珍, 2, 94, 95, 114, 119, 265
Chaozhou 潮州, Guangdong: bookselling routes, 200, 222; bookstores, 82, 2008, 219–20; markets, 218; regional songbooks, 505n, 557, 558; trade routes, 209
Chaozhou dialect songbooks, 505n
“Chapbooks,” 490, 495, 526
Character-cutting shops (kezi dian, kezi pu), 17, 98, 104
Charitable activities, 155–56, 157, 277–78, 289–90
Charitable or free elementary schools (yixue), 32, 322, 324, 405. See also Schools
Chartier, Roger, 31
Che Long gongzi huadeng ji 車龍公子 花燈記, 505–6
Chen Hongmou 陳宏謀, 225, 405
Chen Nianzu 陳念祖, 433–37, 473
Chen Xiuyuan 陳修園, 318
Cheng Dengji 程登吉, 349. See also Yunce gushi qionglin
Cheng Yi 程頤, 382, 389
Chengdu: literacy of coolies, 568; publishing industry, 10, 12, 17, 19, 195, 541–42
Cheng-Zhu interpretation of Confucianism, 52–54, 348, 389. See also Zhu Xi
Chia, Lucille, 5, 86, 549
Childbirth, 445
Children: moral training, 527; printing work, 109, 132, 288. See also Education
Children’s textbooks, see Primers
Chinese Industrial Cooperative Association (Zhongguo gongye hexing xiehui), 120
Chongan 崇安, 156, 170, 197
Chongbaitang 崇白堂, 259
Chongde tang, 446
Chongqing: publishing industry, 10, 12, 195, 541–42

五美縁, 497; Xihu xiaoshi 西湖小史, 490; Xiuzhen Ba caizi [shu], 505n; Ying Yun meng 英雲夢, 489; Zhuchun yuan 駐春園, 490

Calligraphy: of Zou Shengmai, 311, 507–10
Calligraphy manuals, 336; Caojue baizhun 草訣百韻, 344n; Gushu zhuowen 古書篆文, 344n; Linchi kaifa 錢池楷法, 344n; Lishu fatie 隸書法帖, 344n; Longmen caofa 龍門草法, 336; Shizhu zhai shuhuapu 十竹齋書畫譜, 510n; Zhibi tushi 執筆圖勢, 344n, 345; Zixue juyu 字學舉隅, 56
Chongwen lou 崇文楼, 253
Choushi jinghua 酬世精華, 415–16, 427, 473
Choushi jinnang 酬世錦囊, 256, 311, 313, 412–15, 471
Chow, Kai-wing, 5
Chun Shum, 549, 550
Civil service, see Examination system; Officeholders
Classic of Changes: influence, 525; memorization, 388; number of copies published, 375; use in divination, 450, 451, 462, 464; use in fengshui, 456. See also Five Classics
Classic of History, 375, 388, 391, 395–96, 401. See also Five Classics
Classic of Songs: editions, 388n, 393–94; number of copies published, 375; publications, 307; relative popularity, 387–88; Shijing niti 詩經擬題, 312; Shijing zhu 詩經注, 165, 307. See also Five Classics
Classics imprints, 374–96; compendia, 322; as core texts, 321–22, 375; demand for, 375; paper, 121; prices, 398, 514–15; quality, 393–95; readership, 395; significance, 523–24, 525; study of, in elementary schools, 374–75, 407; unpunctuated, 395. See also Five Classics; Four Books
Coir palm, 95, 107–8, 111
Cold damage theory (shanghan), 429, 437–38
Collectanea: Han Wei congshu 漢魏叢書, 397
Commemorative essays (shouwen or jiwen), 281–82
Commercial woodblock publishing: absence of scholarship on, 4–5; capital investment, 13, 16; decentralization, 18; demand factors, 18–19; expansion in Qing, 19; geographic extension, 7–13; labor, 17; in late Ming, 8–9; print runs, 16n; production costs, 13–14; trade networks, 12–13. See also Woodblock printing
Communists, 49, 50, 54
Compendia (daquan), 322
Composition, study of, 335, 375
Composition texts, 351–52, 358–66; Pubian tang xunmeng cao 濟編堂訓蒙草, 388n. See also Examination essay collections; Poetry composition
Confucianism: Cheng-Zhu interpretation, 52–54, 348, 389; Fujian intellectuals, 52–54; values reflected in fiction, 497–98. See also Zhu Xi
Confucian merchants (rushang), 268, 269–75
Confucian writings: Jinsi lu 近思錄, 397; Kunxue jiwen 困學紀聞, 397; Xingli daquan 性理大全, 397; Zhuzi huowen 朱子或問, 397; Zhuzi jingyan 朱子精言, 397. See also Classics imprints; Five Classics; Four Books; Zhu Xi
Con men, 249
Construction crafts, 42, 66
Construction manuals, 423; La Ban jing 魯班經, 423
Contemporary essays (shiwen), 362–65. See also Eight-legged essays
Coolies, 568. See also Porters
Cooper, Thomas, 149, 195
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<td>——inventory, 22–23, 374, 398; Classics imprints, 375, 388, 522; encyclopedias, 422; <em>fengshui</em> manuals, 456; fiction imprints, 477–83 <em>passim</em>, 488–91 <em>passim</em>; guides to good fortune, 469; medical texts, 445–46; painting manuals, 510n; poetry collections, 507</td>
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<td>Culin, Stewart, 471–72, 511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural integration: of frontier areas, 556; persistence of local cultures, 557–58; publishers’ roles, 528–29, 555–56, 559; relationship to literacy, 559–68, 570; role of education, 407–8</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Customs duties, see Likin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cutting-and-printing shops (<em>keyin dian</em>), 100</td>
</tr>
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<td>Dacheng lou 大成樓, 201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dafo an 大佛庵, 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daguang shuju 大光書局, 267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dalian 大連 paper, 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniels, Christine, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dao (unit of measure), 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daoist texts: <em>Daode jing</em> 道德經 (<em>Laozi</em> 老子), 397; <em>Zhuangzi</em> 庄子, 397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daqi 大批 format, 480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daqian 大全 (compendia), 322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daizha 大夏, see Mansions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Datong shuju 大同書局, 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dawen tang 达文堂, 146n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Da Zengguang</em> 大增廣, 333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>De Groot, J. J. M., 456–57, 461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>De las Cortes, Adriano, 323, 560</td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>Deng Lin 鄧林, 313, 389</td>
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Deng Liu 鄧鎏, 318, 442–43
Deven tang 德文堂, 201
Diben 底本 (pawnshops), 241–42
Diben 底本 (manuscripts), 99, 102–3
Dictionaries, 399–402; Chuxue zibian
初學字辨, 399; Er ya 爾雅, 399;
Erya zhu 尔雅注, 399; Hakka
dialect, 558; Kangzi zidian 康熙
classical dictionary, 249, 401, 514, 517–18, 551;
prices, 401, 551; rhyming, 373–74;
Shiwu yin 十五音, 531, 558; Xuanjin
Zihui 懸金字彙, 399–401; Zhengzi
tong 正字通, 401; Zihui 字彙,
399–400
Ding 定 county, Hebei, 530
Dingfu gong 定教公, 62
Ding T lineage, 100
Divination: approaches, 455, 469, 523;
manuals, 462–67, 471. See also
Good fortune, guides to
Division of property, see Property di-
vision
Diyi caizu shu 第一才子書, see Narra-
tive of the Three Kingdoms
Dizi gui 弟子規, 162, 332–33
Doctrine of the Mean, see Four Books
Dongguan 東莞, 526
Dongjiang 東江, 209
Doré, Henri, 462
Dramatic works, 499–500; Jin pi
Xixiang jì tuezhù 金批西廂記
耍字, 499n; in Minxi, 500; Mudan
ting 牡丹亭, 499; Pipa jì 琵琶記,
499; popular, 512; Xixiang jì 西廂
記, 311, 499; Yanlin Bieshu hui cuāng
tuezhù dìliu cái zì shū 雲林別墅繪
像安註第六才子書, 499
Dream of the Red Chamber, 453, 478,
526, 531
Drège, Jean-Pierre, 5
Du Fu 杜甫, 317, 507; “Chun wang”
春望, 372–73
Dudbridge, Glen, 553
Duihuan 對聯 (parallel rhymed cou-
plets), 311
Dukes, Edwin, 561–67 passim
East River (Dongjiang), 209
Edgren, Sören, 5
Education: of boys in late imperial
China, 562–63; calculation study,
343–44; in composition, 335, 375;
cultural integration through, 407–
8; forming characters, 335–36; of
publishers’ sons, 135, 153–55, 274–
75; in Republican period, 54, 57,
91, 92, 260, 530; teaching methods,
322, 325, 374–75, 405–7, 408–9,
527, 561, 562–63; as training for
publishers, 137–40, 153–54,
275, 288–89; vocational, 566; of
women, 155n. See also Academ-
ies; Examination system;
Schools
Educational texts: capital outlay and
production costs, 308; composition
guides, 351–52, 358–66; core,
307, 321–22, 403, 554–57, 559, 569;
cultural role, 555; demand for, 85,
92, 306–8, 322–24; dictionaries,
399–402; errors, 519–20, 569; as
focus of Sibao publishers, 307–8,
321, 324; history texts, 354–55;
markets, 80–81, 84, 324, 405; for
merchants, 355–57, 566–67; mili-
tary, 398; modern textbooks, 57,
91, 92, 260, 530; for officeholders,
398; popular textual context con-
text, 523–25; practicality, 403; re-
visions, 313; seasonal demand, 122,
Household encyclopedias; Ritual handbooks
Examination candidates, see Academies; Students
Examination essay collections, 308, 309, 310; contemporary essays, 362–65; *Keshi lu* 講義錄, 55–56; prices, 514; *Qinding Sishu wen* 欽訂四書文, 364; *Tiegang shuibu sanji* 鐵鋼珊瑚三集新編, 363; *Tongzi wenlu* 童子問路, 364–65; *Xin celun* 新策論, 364; *Zhuji* 珠批小題正鵠初集, 二集, 三集, 365
Examination preparation texts: demand for, 306–7, 308; markets, 84; prices, 315, 317; types, 309. See also Allusion collections; Classics imprints; Examination essay collections; Poetry collections; Poetry composition; Reference works
Examination system: abolition, 2–3, 91; changes in requirements, 322, 367, 387–88, 403; curriculum, 52; *jinshi* degree, 50–51, 65, 388, 404; *juren* degree, 65, 388, 404; military, 65; Minxi degree-holders, 50–51; preparation of sons, 135–40, 153, 154; purchased degrees, 279–80; social mobility and, 568–69; *Zou* and *Ma* success rates, 65–66, 136. See also Education
Eyebrow notes (*meipi*), 365
Families: competition within, 359–60. See also Households; Lineages
Family governance (*jiazheng*), 65
Family rituals, see Ritual handbooks
Family schools (zihu or jiazhub): establishment, 153, 154, 234–75, 276; increased number of, 52; as markets for educational texts, 84, 324; teachers, 137; texts for, 389, 405, 530; types, 153; in Wugye, 154, 530

 Fengshui Zoushi zupu 农民, 租户, Feng Menglong 阮夢龍, 479, 483, 490, 497

 Fengxian 封面, see Cover pages

 Fengrào Temple 豐築寺, 74, 99

 Fenghuazhi practitioners, 66, 461; schools, 456–57, 459; siting of gravesites, 77; use of, 450, 462

 Fenghuazhi manuals, 456–62, 472; Dili bianzheng 地理辨正, 458–59; Dili He Lao jingyi 地理河洛精義, 459–61; Dili wuyue 地理五訣, 459–61; Laojing jie 羅經解, 457–58; prices, 514; Qiandanzhi yuanzhu jing 乾實子元珠經, 514

 Fenyi 分宜 county seat, 205

 Feuds (xiedou), 77

 Fiction imprints, 478–98; banned works, 496–97; bestsellers, 478; Chunke Paian jingyi 初刻拍案驚奇, 478–79; Confucian values in, 497–98; cultural role, 555; Da honggou 大紅袍, 496; demand for, 477; drama, 499–500; Erke Paian jingyi 二刻拍案驚奇, 479; Fenghuazhi 鏡流語, 479; Fenghuazhi 封神榜 (Fenghuazhi yangyi 封神演義), 478; Fu Honghun meng 復紅樓夢, 478n; Hongwu zhuan 洪武傳, 495; Hou Honghun meng 後紅樓夢, 478n; Hou Shihui zhuan 後水滸傳, 496; Jingshu yuan 鏡花緣, 478; Jingshu qiguan 今古奇觀, 479; Journey to the West, 478; linguistic levels, 493–94, 526; literary, 506, 512, 526; Narrative of the Three Kingdoms, 478; 479–81, 495, 531; Nucaizi shu 女才子書, 479, 495; Plum in a Golden Vase, 453, 478, 496; popular, 477, 526; popularity, 498, 511; prices, 491, 495, 514; production costs, 476; Qian Honghun meng 前紅樓夢, 478n; Qingyi 情史, 479, 495; quality, 481; readership, 476, 510–12, 532; regional, 318, 491–93; Rou putuan 内讀園, 496; Sanguo yin 三國演義, 531; Sanwen 三言, 479; Shier Lou 十二樓, 479; Sida qishu 四大奇書, 478; story collections, 477, 479; subversive, 496–98; themes, 495–96; in twentieth century, 531; Water Margin, 470, 478, 496, 570; Wuchizhi shu 五才子書 [Water Margin?], 522; Xihu jiabu 西湖佳話, 479; Xinke an jian quanshang 全像批評三國志傳, 481n; Xiyou ji 西遊記, 237, 478; Xu Honghun meng 始紅樓夢, 478n; Yingxiang pu 英雄語, 478, 495. See also Caizi jiaren; Court-case fiction; Historical fiction; Military romances/ adventure novels; Songbooks; Supernatural tales

 Financial institutions, 218, 240–41

 Fine or rare editions (shanzhen), 5

 Five Classics, 387–96; aids to study of, 322; Classic of Changes, 375, 388, 450, 451, 456, 462, 464, 525; Classic of History, 375, 388, 391, 395–96,
Foshanzhen: bookstores, 312, 375, 387–88, 393–94; commentaries, 389–95; as core texts, 321; editions, 388, 391–95; Jianben Shijing quanwen 監本詩經全文, 388n; Liji beizhi 禮記備旨, 389; Liji jinghua 禮記精華, 391–93; Liji zuding jujie 禮記增訂句解, 393n; number of copies published, 375; Qinding Chunqiu zhuanshuo huizuan 正定春 秋傳說彙纂, 390; Record of Rites, 332–33, 375, 388, 391–93, 525; Shijing beizhi 詩經備旨, 380; Shijing jianben 詩經監本, 522n; Shijing jianben 詩經監本, 522n; Shijing jianben 詩經監本, 522n; Shankou 善書, Spring and Autumn Annals, 375, 390; study of, 322, 324, 374–75, 387–88; Taoban Liji hoeican 套版禮記匯參, 522; Taoban Liji hoeican 套版禮記匯參, 522; Wenjing beizhi 五經備旨, 311, 314, 388–91; Wenjing pangcaoz huiji 五經旁訓 禮記, 312; Yijing beizhi 易經備旨, 389; Yijing pangcaoz 易經旁訓, 514; Yuzuan Zhouyi zhezhong 折中, 233, 389–90; Zuo Commentary, 374, 375, 391

Fortune, see Good fortune, guides to

Foshanzhen: bookstores, 259; publishing industry, 11, 101, 232, 259, 310, 505–6, 545

Four Books: Analects, 332, 333, 365, 377–78, 382, 408; commentaries, 321–22, 376–87; as core texts, 307, 321–22; editions, 376–87, 393–95, 531; Erlun chuanwen beizhi 二論串 文備旨, 381n; number of copies published, 375; prices, 514; published by multiple houses, 179; readership, 376; Sishu beizhi 四書備旨, 99, 165, 307, 389; Sishu beizhi tigao 四書備旨題竅, 312; Sishu beizhu beizhi tigao huican 四書補註備旨題竅匯纂, 313, 383–87, 394, 514; Sishu dianlin 四書典林, 517; Sishu beizhi 四書備旨, 165; Sishu jicheng 四書集成, 97–98, 165, 307; Sishu jizhu 四書集註 (or注), 164–65, 180, 385, 387, 514; Sishu pangyin 四書旁音, 543; Sishu shidi 四書釋地, 396n; Sishu yizhu 四書注释, 376–78, 387; Sishu zhebeizhi 四書正文, 318, 378–80; Sishu zhu daquan 四書註大全, 166–67, 307; study of, 324, 374–75, Xiangdang tukao 鄉黨圖考, 376n; Xinding Sishu beizhu beizhi 新訂四書 補注備旨, 313; Yuenben Erlun qiyou yinduan 原本二論啓幼印端, 380–83, 408; Yuechi editions, 542–43

Fu, (rhapsody) collections, 507n

Fubo 伏波 (Lord Ma), 278, 279

Fujian province: book-selling routes, 196, 197–99; customs houses, 48–49; exports, 44; intellectuals, 52–55, 317–18, 395; publishing industry, 9

Funeral rituals, 418–21. See also Burial sites

Funerary dedications (nuozhi), 281

Fuxing tang 福興堂, 116

Fuzhou 福州: academies, 53; book-selling routes, 236; books purchased in, 237, 260

Gan River 賈江, 205, 208, 226, 227, 234, 247

Gansu: migration to, 19
Ganzhou 赣州 prefecture, 205, 209, 226–27
Gaozhou 高州 prefecture, 201–2, 218; bookselling routes, 222; bookstores, 219, 238, 284; economy, 220–21
Gardella, Robert, 35
Gazetteers: Da Ming yitong zhi 大明 一統志, 549; Linting huikao 臨汀 汇考, 36
Gender roles: division of labor, 132–34; of Hakka people, 40, 41, 134; in households, 130, 132–34; traditional, 133, 528
Genealogies, 20–21
Gengxin tang 幼學堂, 248, 258, 259
Gentry (shenbi): management of corporate land, 69–70, 75–76; Zu and Ma lineage members, 275–86
Geomantic texts, see Fengshui
Glossaries (zazi), 336–42; Shanxi zazi 用雜字, 337, 566; Shanzeng zazi 新刻四言雜字, 337 n; Xinke zazi 新刻 鬼谷先生命理四字經, 556–57; Sijian zazi 新刻計生師命理四字經, 488, 566; types, 337 n.
Geomantic books: divination manuals, 462–67, 525; lishi hengzong 六壬時課, 344 n; Mayi xiangfa 麻衣相法, 465, 469; Ming-shu 命書, 466 n; physiognomy manuals, 465; popularity, 469; prices, 514; readership, 463, 469, 471, 472–73; Sanming tonghui 三命通會, 465–66; Sanshi xiang 三世相, 260; Shanzeng Yidu liren ke xuanri yaojue 新增儀度六壬課選日要訣, 464–65, 469; Shenzhang quanbian 神相全編, 465; Wanfa guizong 書法範宗, 455; Xinke Guigu xiansheng mingli sizi jing 鬼谷 先生命理四字經, 466–67; Zhan denghua jixiong 占燈花吉凶, 344 n; Zhou meihua shu 周易梅花 索, 463 n. See also Almanacs; Fengshui manuals; Morality books
Government books, 398
Gravesites, see Burial sites
Greater Learning, see Four Books
Guandi 關帝, 60, 73
Guandiba 官地壩, 190
Guangdong province: bookselling routes, 194, 199–202, 217–22; bookstores, 218–19; cultural integration, 556; demand for books, 88; economy, 216–18; financial institutions, 241, 242; Hakka migrants, 41, 211, 212, 213, 214; Hakka-Punti War, 89, 90, 212, 221; local dictionaries, 558; markets, 217–18, 238 n; merchants, 46; population growth, 216–17; publishing industry, 11; regional
good fortune, guides to, 449–69; Baizhong jing 百中經, 466, 469; Bushi zhengzong 卜筮正宗, 462–63; Good fortune, guides to, 449–69; Baizhong jing 百中經, 466, 469; Bushi zhengzong 卜筮正宗, 462–63; divination manuals, 462–67, 525; Liren shihe 六壬時課, 344 n; Mayi xiangfa 麻衣相法, 465, 469; Ming-shu 命書, 466 n; physiognomy manuals, 465; popularity, 469; prices, 514; readership, 463, 469, 471, 472–73; Sanming tonghui 三命通會, 465–66; Sanshi xiang 三世相, 260; Shanzeng Yidu liren ke xuanri yaojue 新增儀度六壬課選日要訣, 464–65, 469; Shenzhang quanbian 神相全編, 465; Wanfa guizong 書法範宗, 455; Xinke Guigu xiansheng mingli sizi jing 鬼谷 先生命理四字經, 466–67; Zhan denghua jixiong 占燈花吉凶, 344 n; Zhou meihua shu 周易梅花 索, 463 n. See also Almanacs; Fengshui manuals; Morality books
Government books, 398
Gravesites, see Burial sites
Greater Learning, see Four Books
Guandi 關帝, 60, 73
Guandiba 官地壩, 190
Guangdong province: bookselling routes, 194, 199–202, 217–22; bookstores, 218–19; cultural integration, 556; demand for books, 88; economy, 216–18; financial institutions, 241, 242; Hakka migrants, 41, 211, 212, 213, 214; Hakka-Punti War, 89, 90, 212, 221; local dictionaries, 558; markets, 217–18, 238 n; merchants, 46; population growth, 216–17; publishing industry, 11; regional
songbooks, 557; schools, 323–24; trade routes, 208, 209, 210
Guangnan 廣南 province, 209
Guangdong 關公, 60, 73
Guangxi province: bandits, 250; bookselling routes, 199, 202–3, 222–24; bookstores, 254–55; cultural integration, 556; demand for books, 88; Hakka migrants, 41, 211, 212, 213, 214, 223; population growth, 222–23; poverty, 223–24; schools, 323; settlement, 223; trade routes, 208–9
Guangzhou city: avoided by Sibao booksellers, 199–200, 218, 232; foreign trade monopoly, 216–17; Hakka migrants near, 212; publishing industry, 10–11, 232, 545; schools, 530–31
Guanma dalu 管馬大陸 (post roads), 207
Guiguiz 鬼谷子, 452, 484
Guilin 武化 county, 35n
Guilds (huguan), 45, 240
Guilin, 202, 213, 223, 232
Guixian 関縣, Guangxi: bookselling routes, 171, 202, 224; bookstores, 133, 248, 258, 264; transport routes, 248
Guiyang 貴陽, 12, 229
Guizhou provinces: Guizhou, 205
Guizhou province: bookselling routes, 194, 199, 202–3, 223; migration to, 19; schools, 323
Guilu qian 賈路錢 (trader’s road money), 241
Guo Bocang, 117
Guoxuesheng 國學生 (Imperial Academy students), 280
Gutian 呉田: paper production, 114–15, 117, 237
Hakka dialect (kejia hua): areas spoken in, 215n; development, 40; dictionaries, 558; distinctiveness, 41; Sibao subdialect, 215n, 558; spoken by migrants, 214–15; textbooks, 558
Hakka glossaries, 318; Renjia riyoug 人家日用, 100, 123, 146, 237, 318, 339–41, 558, 566; Yinian shiyong zazi 一年使用雜字, 318, 341–42, 558
Hakka heartland, 39
Hakka-Punti War (1856–68), 89, 90, 212, 221
Hanbao lou 翰賓樓, 239
Hanchuan 漢川 county seat, 205
Handicraft industries, 41–42, 43, 66, 68–69
Hangzhou: bookselling routes, 199; publishing industry, 9, 10, 44, 80
Hankou 漢口, 228–29, 230, 232
Han River 韓江, 230
Hayashi Kazuo, 217
Hayes, James, 403–4, 414, 451–52, 467, 470, 471, 511, 512, 518, 549–50, 551–52
Health, see Medical texts
Hebao 合夥 or hego 合股, 296n
Hekouzhen 河口鎮, 203n, 209n, 337
Histories: Image, 396; Guoyu 首語, 396, 398; Hanshu 漢書, 396; Minghui jishi benmo 明史紀事本末, 398; Qian Hanshu 親漢書, 397; Shi ji 史記, 180, 396, 397, 398; Zi chi tongjian 資治通鑑, 396, 398; Zi chi tongjian gangmu 資治通鑑綱目, 396, 397

History textbooks, 354–55; Da fang gangjian 大方綱鑑, 354–55; Gangjian ye chi le 鋼鑑易識錄, 397; Jianlue tongzhi 兒時薈要, 354; Xinxiang Liao yan Yuan xuanzheng bianzuan quan dei Dafang gangjian bu 新刊了凡先生編纂古本歷史大綱續補, 354–55; Xinzeng Mingji jianlue wuyan daben 新增明紀鑑略五言讀本, 354; Zi chi tongjian gangmu 資治通鑑綱目, 396, 397

Ho Ping-ti, 226

Hong Kong: educational texts, 403–4; literacy levels, 560; popular texts, 471; small number of books in villages, 549–50, 551–52

Hongmeng 紅樓夢, see Dream of the Red Chamber

Horoscopes, 465–66

Household-based publishing houses, see Shufang 番照

Household businesses, corporate lineage context, 287–93

Household economies, 140–45

Household encyclopedias, 411–28;

Choushi jinghua 酋世精華, 415–16, 427, 473; Choushi jinnang 酋世錦囊, 236, 311, 313, 412–15, 471;

Chuanjia bao 漢寶, 422, 527;

compilers, 310, 311, 313, 412–13;


Jia bao quanji 家寶全集, 423n, 467;


Tongtian xiao 通天曉, 423n; Wan bao quan shu 萬寶全書, 422, 467;

Wan buqiu ren 萬不求人, 422;

Yundun bieshu xinji Choushi jinnang Choushi jinghua 番纂家禮帖式集要 酋世錦囊 兩書接合, 421, 517. See also Ritual handbooks

Households: accounts, 140–45, 150, 262–63, 291; competition and conflicts within, 159–60; cooperation among, 290; expenses, 150, 291; family relationships, 129–30;
Huang Fengyu, Huang Bian, Huang, Hubei province, bookselling routes, Huazhan shudian

Huaben, Huizuan Jiali tieshi jiyao

Huizhou ink (huimo, Evariste, Huichang Huizhou Huimo Huiguan)

Huizhou: publishing industry, 9

Hunan province: agriculture, 228–29; bookselling routes, 199, 205, 225, 228–30; bookstores, 229–30; economy, 229; Hakka migrants, 41, 211, 212, 213, 214, 226, 230; markets, 229; migration to, 228; population, 225, 226, 228; publishing industry, 229; rebellions in, 225–26, 228; schools, 325; trade routes, 229

Idema, Wilt, 550, 562, 564–65

Imperial Academy students (jiansheng), 62, 276–77, 279–80

Imperial Printing Office, 6

Imprints, see Sibao imprints

Inheritance, partible, 160. See also Property division

Inks: Huizhou, 103, 111; ingredients, 112; pans, 107; printing, 111–13; production, 111–13; tubs, 106

Instruction manuals, 422–23

Itinerant booksellers: books bought from many publishers, 185; contacts with elite members, 284–85; daily sales amounts, 236; dangers, 157, 249–52; early, 83–84, 191–92; earnings, 140, 142–43, 237; education levels, 132; financial management, 240–42; Hakka contacts, 85, 240, 299; ledger books, 23; life on road, 236–40; maintaining ties with home and family, 143–44; marriages, 133, 139, 143–44; number of, 193; returns to Sibao, 156–57, 192, 293; selection, 142–43; selling locations, 238; as stage in career, 185, 192–93; stock transported by, 236, 242–48; texts
obtained for publication, 316–17; training, 137–40; travel with family members, 138, 142–43, 192; in twentieth century, 193, 236–38. See also Bookselling routes; Sojourning merchants

Jiali tieshi jiyao 家禮帖式集要, see Huizuan Jiali tieshi jiyao
Jiandaohui 尖刀會, 47n
Jiang Haoran 江浩然, 316–17, 416, 426
Jiang Jianzi 江健資, 316–17, 416, 426
Jiang Yong 江永, 376n, 391
Jianghu hui 江湖會, 47n
Jiang lineage, 58, 100
Jiangnan: publishing industry, 8–10, 295–96, 298
Jiangsu: bookselling routes, 199
Jiangxi province: bookselling routes, 195, 199, 203–5, 225–28; bookstores, 226–28; cultural integration, 556; demand for books, 88; Gan River, 205, 208, 226, 227, 234, 247; Hakka migrants, 211, 213, 214; trade routes, 209. See also Xuwanzhou
Jianning 建寧 prefecture, 38, 45, 95, 117, 199, 203
Jiansheng 監生, see Imperial Academy students
Jiantou 榧頭, 60, 131
Jianyang 建陽 county: Mashaben, 481; publishing industry, 9, 79, 86–87, 294–95, 298
Jiao shanfang 寄山房, 389
Jiao shanfang xinji shilian zaojing 寄傲山房新集詩聯藻鏡, 507, 510
Jiaoban 家塾, see Family schools

Jiaying 嘉應 department: bookselling routes, 200–201, 222; bookstores, 201, 239, 253; Hakka migrants, 213, 220; trade routes, 209
Jiaying city: bookstores, 219; economy, 220; education, 220
Jiayingzhou 嘉應州, 76n, 157
Jiapeng 家政 (family governance), 65
Jiazheng 加註 (with added notes), 480
Jieryang 揭陽 county seat, 201
Jijin zhai 剎錦齋, 56
Jin Ping Mei 金瓶梅, see Plum in a Golden Vase
Jin River 錦水, 205
Jinshi degree-holders, 50–51, 65, 388, 494
Jinxi 金谿 county, Jiangxi, 537. See also Xuwanzhou
Jiujiang 九江, 12, 205, 208, 226, 537, 539
Jiulong River 九龍江, 38
Jiushe shanfang 誠學山房, 538
Jinwen 祭文, 281–82
Johnson, David, 512, 555
Joke books: Jie renyi 解人頤, 497;
Xiaolin guangji 笑林廣記, 497
Jujube (zao), 94, 102
Junior students (tongsheng), 375, 475
Index

Juren 舉人 degree-holders, 65, 388, 404
Juxi 菊溪, 236, 237
Juxian tang 聚賢堂, 146n, 162, 458
Kangxi zidian 康熙字典, 249, 401, 514, 517–18, 551
Kaozheng 考證 (empirical research) scholars, 54, 395–96
Kejia 客家, see Hakka people
Kejia bua 客家話, see Hakka dialect
Kezhi dian 刻印店 (cutting-and-printing shops), 100
Kezhi dian 刻字店, see Character-cutting shops
Kulp, Daniel, 451–52

Labor: costs, 124, 131, 288; division within households, 64, 127, 128, 130, 134, 135, 174–75, 176; female, 132–33; gender roles, 132–34; hired, 131; wages, 130, 132–33; woodblock printing, 14, 17, 99, 109, 128, 130.
See also Block cutters
Laijia market (Laijia xu 賴家墟), 71, 76, 190, 278, 279
Laijiayu 賴家圩, 60
Land: average holdings, 153n; concentrated ownership, 46; corporate, 46, 69–71, 75–76, 276, 291; household, 128–29; ownership patterns in Sibao, 58–60; publishing profits used to purchase, 151, 152–53; rental, 46–47, 70, 75–76
Laoban 老板 (bosses), 101
Laolong 老龍, 201
Legal texts, 398; Da Qing huidian 大清會典, 398; Da Qing lü 大清律, 398; Da Qing xinlü 大清新律, 398; Qianlong xinlü 乾隆新律, 398
Legge, James, 362, 386–87
Lei Hong 雷鴻, 53, 54n, 57n
Leizhou prefecture, 194, 201, 222
Leong, Sow-theng, 41, 211, 212, 213
Letterpress printing: advantages, 91; development, 2; masters, 265; re-printing, 15; reproductions of woodblock editions, 332
Letters: collections, 310; delivery of, 244. See also Correspondence manuals
Leung, Angela, 408, 432, 444
Li (pear), 94, 102
Li Bozhong, 315, 448
Li Guangdi 李光地, 53, 233, 389–90
Li Shihong 李樹弘, 55, 56, 281–82n
Li Shixiong 李世熊, 54–55, 56
Li Ting 李廷, 4, 55
Li Tingji 李廷機, 354n, 355n, 368n
Li Yuxiu 李毓秀, 332–33
Li Zicheng 李自成, 225, 228
Liancheng 連城 county, 356; commercial activities, 43, 44, 45; handicraft industries, 42; paper brokers, 115; paper production, 44, 114; rice shortages, 46; transport routes, 58
Liangyi tang 量儀堂, 538
Lianshi 立成書局, 117, 539. See also Bambook paper
Lianyuan ge 達元閣, 259, 310
Lianzhou 廉州 prefecture, 201, 218, 222
Liao Tianjie 廖天杰, 316, 317
Liaocheng 聊城: publishing industry, 11, 12
Licheng shuju 立成書局, 258, 264
Li jinghua 梨記精華, 391–93
\textit{Likin (lijin; customs duties)}, 48–49, 89, 266
Lin Yuming 林雲銘, 313, 358–59, 362
Lin Zhao'en 林兆恩, 50
Lineage merchants (zushang), 4
Lineages: ancestor worship, 60, 72; cohesion, 72; conflicts among, 76–77;
control-subordination, 75; corporate landholdings, 46, 69–71, 75–76, 276, 291; corporate property, 291; customary rules regulating relations, 177–85; dispute resolution, 178n; heads, 276, 292, 293; household relations with, 291–93; managing competition, 186–88; patronage within, 292, 293–94; relationships among, 71–72; rules, 140–41; socioeconomic differences within, 75. See also Ma lineage; Zou lineage
Lineage trusts, 155
Lingnan: bookselling routes, 199; Hakka migrants, 211–12
\textit{Lingnan yishi} 嶺南逸史, 492, 558
Lingshan 寧山: ancestral temples, 263; bookstores, 201, 202, 257, 262, 264; trade routes, 210
Linguistic registers, 493–94, 526
Linlan tang 林蘭堂, 101, 121, 259, 310, 341, 370, 452
Linlan yiji shuju 林蘭儀記書局, 341
Linlan yiji tang 林蘭儀記堂, 100, 116, 131
Linlan zhunji shuju 林蘭准記書局, 123
Linlan zhunji tang 林蘭准記堂, 123n
Literacy: benefits, 570; cultural integration and, 559–68, 570; definitions, 563–65; estimated levels in late imperial China, 560–65; of merchants and traders, 565–67; politically meaningful, 569–70; of publishers and booksellers, 137; relationship to social mobility, 568; of women, 527–28
Literary collections, 506–10; \textit{Wenxuan} 文選, 396, 397
Literati: involvement in publishing projects, 315–16; in Minxi, 283; publishers’ contacts with, 274, 281–83, 315–16; selling books to, 132, 274, 284
Literature, see Fiction imprints; Poetry collections
Lithographic printing: advantages, 91; development, 2; masters, 265
Lithographic texts (\textit{shiyinben}): reproductions of woodblock editions, 264, 532; sold by Sibao book-sellers, 237, 260
Liu Wenwei 劉文蔚, 312n, 373
Liu Yonghua, 276, 279
Liu Zhong 劉忠, 381–83, 408
Liulichang 琉璃廠, 10
Liu 劉 lineage of block carvers, 15
Liuyiben tang 六宜本堂, 201
Liuyue miao 六月廟, 60
Longchuan 龍川, 209
Longfeng tang 龍豐堂, 245
Longnan 龍南 county seat, 205
Long River 龍江, 209
Longshan Academy 龍山書院, 364
Longxiang hui 龍翔會, 71–72, 278–79
Longzu 龍足 hamlet, 62
Loomis, A. W., 472, 511, 524
Love stories, see \textit{Caizi jiaren}
Lu Xun 魯迅, 491, 531
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Ma Hetu 马鹤, 61, 62
Ma Jiu 马就, 167–68, 197n, 281n
Ma Kuanyu 马宽裕, 97–98, 168, 278, 281–82n

Ma Cuida 马萃大, 168–69, 195, 272–73
Ma Cuizhong 马萃仲, 106, 151, 168–69, 283n
Ma Dafang 马大芳, 164, 175, 307
Ma Dafang 马大芳, 66, 74–75n, 129–30, 164, 251
Ma Dayou 马大穎, 312
Ma Dingbang 马定邦: as boy, 98, 176; charitable activities, 155–56, 157, 290; commercial activities, 67; as itinerant bookseller, 197n; mansion, 190–91; paper transported by, 115; sales at wholesale book market, 190–91; shufang management, 151, 163, 165, 166–68, 174–75, 238, 410; social status, 280; sons, 278
Ma Dingcui 马定毳, 166, 167, 168, 197n, 280
Ma Dingdie 马定ديث, 138, 139, 141, 166, 167, 197n
Ma Dingtao 马定韬, 166, 167, 197n, 285n
Ma Heling 马鹤龄, 315n
Ma Hetu 马鹤图, 61, 62
Ma Lie 马烈, 161, 168
Ma Long 马龙, 97–98, 168, 278, 281–82n

Ma Longjin 马隆晋, 315
Ma Lugong 马履恭, 168, 197n
Ma Lüzhì 马履智, 157, 168, 197n
Ma Qian 马谦, 138, 139
Ma Qilang 马七郎, 60, 61
Ma Quanheng 马乾亨: family, 164–69; as itinerant bookseller, 197n, 238; shufang management, 98–99, 151, 163, 164–66, 175–76, 307, 308, 410
Ma Quanwen 马乾文: death of father, 164; education, 135; inheritance of woodblocks, 163, 165, 175; shufang management, 165; social status, 280; support of education, 154, 274
Ma Rixuan 马日宣, 258, 259, 264
Ma Riyao 马日要, 258, 259
Ma Shu 马恕, 168, 197n
Ma Weiyan 马维贤, 81–82, 84, 96, 97, 269
Ma Xianzuo 马贤佐, 314
Ma Xun 马驯, 61, 62–63, 79, 281n
Ma Yuanji 马源济, 314
Ma Yulin 马玉琳, 202–3, 286
Macgowan, John, 330, 407, 562–63
Magang 马岗, female block cutters, 15, 101–2, 104–5, 133, 336, 545–46
Magong miao 马公庙, 73
Ma lineage: ancestor worship, 60; ancestral halls, 61; conflicts with Zou lineage, 76–77, 187, 456; dominance of Mawu, 60; examination results, 65–66, 68n, 136; founding ancestor, 60; genealogies, 20–21, 61, 67, 281–82; generational continuity of publishing, 164–69; gentry status, 275–86; history, 60, 61; lower-shrine, 61; marriage ties to Zou lineage, 58,
Mawu 馬屋: Laijia market, 71, 76, 190, 278, 279; Ma lineage dominance, 60; mansions, 87–88, 151–152, 190–191; origins of publishing industry, 81–82; society, 67; temples, 72–73, 155, 278. See also Sibao

Mazu 馬祖, see Tianhou

McKenzie, D. F., 31

Medhurst, W. H., 13, 548, 560

Medical texts, 428–49; Baoshi zhizuan 范赤指南, 442–43; Cai bian 采艾編, 446; Dongyuan shibuzhu 東垣十書, 448; Huangdi neijing 皇帝內經, 56; Huangdi neijing Suwen Lingshu 黃帝內經·素問靈樞, 429; Jingui yuhan yaozhu 金匱玉函要略, 315, 429; Jingye quanshu 青藥全書, 315n, Lingshu 靈樞, 56; Maizun 統詁, 315; Neiwaike jizheng 內外科集證, 443n; for practitioners, 432–37, 444–48, 450; prices, 428, 432, 446, 514, 517; readership, 448–49, 472–73; Shanghan lun 傳寒論, 429; Shen yanke 薛眼科, 445; Shishi milu 石室秘錄, 448; specialized, 442–44; Suwen 素問, 56; Wanbing huichun 萬病回春, 442n; Wang Shuhe tuzhu nan 王叔和書注難, 2644; Xueyi yian 薛氏醫案, 448; Yanke jingyi 眼科精義, 445; Yanke zuanyao 眼科纂要, 445; Yingtong buiwenu 習童百問, 442n; Yinhai jingwei 銀海精微, 445; Yinhai jingweihua 銀海精微華, 445n; Yixue heke 醫學合刻; Yixue sanzi 醫學三字經, 432n; Yixue xinwu 醫學心悟, 433n; Yizong jinjian 養宗金鑒, 255, 470,

68, 186; occupations, 62–67; origins of publishing industry, 79, 81–82; rules, 140–41; social status, 280–81; upper-shrine, 61. See also Lineages

Maluowei 馬羅尾: paper production, 114, 116

Mansions (dashu), 87–88, 151–152, 190–91

Manuscripts (diben), 99, 102–3

Mao 毛 bamboo (maozhu), 43, 95, 96, 117

Maozhu 毛竹 or 毛竹, see Mao bamboo

Markets: in Guangdong, 217–18; selling books in, 216, 237; types, 238n. See also Book markets

Marriages: networks, 58; relationship to business arrangements, 186; of sojourning merchants, 67–68, 133, 262; between Zou and Ma lineages, 48, 68, 186

Martial arts, 133, 251

Martial heroes, see Military romances

Masha 麻沙, 9

Mashaben 麻沙本 (books from Masha), 481

Massage handbooks: Xiaoer tuina 小兒推拿, 446

Materia medica: Bencao gangmu 本草綱目, 428, 438; Shennong bencao jingwu 神農本草經屬, 178, 436–39, 519; Shennong bencao jingzhu 神農本草經集注, 437n. See also Medical texts; Prescription collections

Matuo or maluo 馬駝 (bamboo shoulder baskets), 256
Men: occupations, 422; You[ke] zhinan 幼 [科] 
指南, 442; You[ke] jiubeng 幼 [科] 
集成, 442; You[ke] zhinan 幼 [科] 
眉批, 365; Meiipi 眉批 (eyebrow notes), 365; 
Men: occupations, 134–35; roles in 
shufang, 127, 130; as sojourning 
booksellers, 127, 132; study for ex-
aminations, 135–37; training for 
publishing, 137–40. See also Gender 
roles 
Mencius, 329, 348, 355, 362, 367. See 
also Four Books 
Menguan 蒙館, 153. See also Family 
schools 
Merchant manuals, 273 
Merit accumulation, 277–78 
Military romances / adventure novels, 
484–86, 494–95; Da Han sanhe 
mingzhu boqian zhu 米大人三合明 
寶劍全傳, 487; Fan Tang yanyi 
zhuan 反唐演義傳, 237, 487; 
Fou wubu 後五虎, 531; Li mudan 
線牡丹, 494, 497; Qian wubu 
前五虎, 531; Qingxia wuyi 七俠五義, 
531; Sanxia wuyi 三俠五義, 487, 
495, 529, 531; Shuo Hu quanzhuan 
說呼全傳, 486; Shuo Tang yanyi 
quanzhuan 說唐演義全傳, 485– 
86; Shuo Yue quanzhuan 說岳全傳, 
485, 496–97; Wanhua lou 萬花樓, 
486, 497, 531; Wannian qing 年 
青, 487; Wubu ping nan 五虎 
平南, 486, 495, 514, 529; Wubu 
ping xi 五虎平西, 486, 495; Xiyou 
ji 西遊記, 237, 478; Xue Dingshan 
zheng xi 薛丁山征西, 486; Xue 
Rengui zhang dong 薛仁貴征東, 
237, 486, 495, 531; Yindhi 揚史, 
492, 493, 497; Zhongbun yuan 
争春圖, 486–87; Zhongle xiayi 
zhuan 忠烈俠義傳, 487
Military texts, 398; *Wujing duanpian* 武經短篇, 398; *Wujing gaotou* 武經高頭, 398; *Wujing qishu* 武經七書, 398; *Wujing sanshu* 武經三書, 398

Milne, William, 14–15

Minbei: bookselling routes, 197; paper production, 95; rivers, 38, 42; tea industry, 297

*Ming*命 (unit of 500 sheets of paper), 121

Min-Gan-Yue border region: bamboo forests, 95; bandits, 40; religious sects and secret societies, 47–48; trade networks, 38–39, 45; transport networks, 207

Ming dynasty: fall of, 42–43

Minnan, 38, 199

Min River, 38, 236

Minting huiguan, 157

Minxi (western Fujian): agriculture, 39, 40; disorder, 47, 49, 70–71; drama, 500; economy, 41–45; forests, 94–95; isolation, 35, 37–38; literati, 283; paper production, 95; poverty, 39; publishing industry outside Sibao, 35–37; rivers, 37–38, 42; scholars, 53–55; topography, 37–38

Missionaries, 49, 54, 407, 561–62

Miura Kunio, 453

Miyazaki Ichisada, 285

Model books of calligraphy (*ziti*), 336

Modern textbooks, 57, 91, 92, 530; *Gao[leng] lishi* 高等歷史, 260; *Gonghe[guo] chuandeng guowen* 共和國初等國文, 260; *Gonghe[guo] jing* 共和國鏡, 260; *Gonghe guomin duben* 共和國民讀本, 260; *Moshi*墓誌 (funerary dedications), 281

Moneylending, 149, 152

Money shops (qiandian), 241

Morality books (*shanshu*), 342–43, 467–69; free distribution, 157; *Ganying pian* 感應篇, 343; *Jingshi chuanwen* 警世傳文, 344n; *Jingshinu* 敬信錄, 468n; lessons for children, 527; *Quanshi wen* 勸世文, 344n; readership, 411, 471; *Taishang ganying pian* 太上感應篇, 467–68; *Wenchang diju* Yinshi wen 文昌帝君隱書文, 510; *Wuyang jing* 五公經, 531; *Yifang xunzi* 義方訓子, 342–43, 527; *Yinshi wen* 陰騭文, 343; *Yuli zhibao bian* 玉歷至寶編, 467–68

Mote, Frederick, 563–64

Mountain pear (*shanli*), 94

Mountain songs (*shan'ge*), 500, 502

Moxiang shuwu, 154

Moxibustion: texts on, 445–46

Moyu (*mu yu*) 木魚 (wooden-fish books), 505–6, 512

Muzhi: bookselling routes, 12

Nanchang: book markets, 12, 539; growth, 226; publishing industry, 232; trade routes, 537

Nanhai, 220

Nanjing: book markets, 12, 539; publishing industry, 9–10; Taiping rebels, 48

Nanning: bookstores, 202, 223, 224, 254, 267; Hakka migrants, 211

Nanning prefecture, 223

Nanxiong 邵武 department, 208, 222, 241

*Nanyin* 南音 (southern-pronunciation songbooks), 505n
Index

Narrative of the Three Kingdoms (Sanguo [tongsu] yanyi), 101, 478, 479–81, 495, 517, 531
Nationalist government, 49, 50
Native banks (qianzhuang), 218, 240–41
Nevius, John, 351
New Culture movement, 57, 258
Nianzi tang 念茲堂, 169
Ninghua 宁化 county, 35; academies, 57; block cutters, 98; commercial activities, 45; disorder, 47; exports, 43; paper production, 44, 114; transport routes, 58
Ninghua xianzhi 宁化縣志, 54–55, 56
North River (Beijiang), 201, 234
Novellas (huaben), 478–79
Novels, see Fiction imprints

Occupational diversification, 63–65
Officeholders: booksellers’ contacts with, 233, 284–85; incomes, 147; language used, 366n, 553; relations with Sibao publishers, 280, 281–83; from Sibao, 284–85; of Zou lineage, 275n. See also Examination system
Officeholders, texts for, 398; Da Qing huidian 大清會典, 398; Da Qing lü 大清律, 398; Da Qing xinlü 大清新律, 398; Fuhui quanshu 福惠全書, 398; Qianlong xinlü 乾隆新律, 398; Xuezheng quanshu 學政全書, 398; Zhijun shu 致君書, 398; Zizhi xinshu 資治新書, 398
Opium War (1839–41), 221, 250
Oral culture, 500, 527–28, 555
Oral histories, 26–28
Ou 欧 River valley, 211, 212
Owen, Stephen, 526
Painters: in Tingzhou, 55
Painting manuals: Jiezi yuan huazhuan 菊子園畫傳, 510n; Shizhu zhai shubua pu 十竹齋書畫譜, 510n
Paper: availability in southern China, 17–18; materials, 17–18. See also Bamboo paper
Paper brokers (zhibang), 115, 116
Paper mills (zhiao), 114–19 passim
Paper nails (zhiding), 109
Partible inheritance, see Property division
Pawnshops (dianpu), 241–42
Pear (li), 94, 102
Peasants: glossaries for, 337; literacy, 568; livelihoods, 46–47; renting land, 70. See also Agriculture
Pelliot, Paul, 4
Pengkou 朋口, 236, 240
Pengmin 棲民 (Shed people), 226
Philanthropies, see Charitable activities
Philosophy, works of: Baizi quance 百子全冊, 397; Jinsi lu 近思錄, 397; Kuanzai jiuwen 國學紀聞, 397; Xingli daquan 性理大全, 53, 397; Zhuzi huowen 朱子或問, 397; Zhuzi jingyan 朱子精言, 397
Physicians, see Medicine
Physiognomy manuals, 465
Pidian 批點, (with commentary and punctuation), 480
Pine (song), 43, 95, 112
Pinghua 平話 (simple story), 482
Pingma 平馬, 202, 256
Pingnan 平南, 202
Pingshan 平山 market, 201
Pingyuan 平遠 county seat, 201
Pirates, 221–22, 250
Plum in a Golden Vase, 453, 478, 496
Poetry collections, 322, 367–74, 506–7; fu (rhapsody), 507n; Gaoshao biecai ji 国朝别裁集, 507; Jiao shan fang shijie 寄傲山房詩集, 508n; Jinyun zhai shifu shizhu 寄載雲齋試體詩賦詩註, 373; Lingtong shi 靈通詩, 507n, Mingshi biecai ji 明詩別裁集, 507; Qianjia shi 千家詩, 367–72, 514; Qianjia shi 新刻千家詩; shiyun 青雲詩, 507n; readership, 476; Songshi biecai ji 宋詩別裁集, 507; Tangshi biecai ji 唐詩別裁集, 507; Tangshi hexuan 唐詩合選, 312, 374; Tangshi hexuan xiangjie 唐詩學新論; Tangshi sanbaishou 唐詩三百首, 372–73, 514; Tangshi sanbaishou qizhu 唐詩三百首註疏, 372–73; Xintu Qianjia shi 新刻千家詩, 370–71; Yangyun shi 尤雲詩, 507n; Yangyun shi 詠物詩, 507; Yuan biecai ji 戶別裁集, 507; Zhumingjia baishou shi 諸名家百首詩, 371n

Poetry composition, 322, 367; Peiwu yinyue 婉文鬱輝, 373; rhyming dictionaries, 373–74; Shicue hangying 詩學含英, 312, 374; Shiyun hangying 詩學含英, 312, 374; Shiyun jicheng 詩學集成, 374; Tangshi heyun 唐詩合選, 312; textbooks, 374

Poetry criticism (shibao), 367, 374, 506–7; Shicue jicheng 詩學集成, 374; Shicue xinbian 詩學新編, 374; Shiyuan xinbian 伸園新編, 374

Poets: in Tingzhou, 55

Popular genres, see Correspondence manuals; Etiquette guides; Good fortune, guides to; Household encyclopedias; Medical texts; Ritual handbooks

Popular texts (pujiben), 549

Popular textual culture: alternative cultures, 557–59; availability of books, 548–53, 569; availability to illiterates, 500, 518, 550, 552, 555; as context for Sibao imprints, 523–29, 532–33; homogeneity, 553, 554–55; interaction with oral culture, 527–28, 555; linguistic levels, 526; social impact, 568–70; in southern China, 512, 523, 553–57; variety of ideas, 525–26, 556–57

Population increases: in China, 18–19; expansion of book market and, 18–19, 85, 88, 216–30; relationship to economic conditions, 216–18; of school population, 322–23. See also Migrations

Porters, 115, 244, 246

Postal stations (yizhan), 207

Post roads (guanma dalu), 207

Poyang Lake 鄱陽湖, 203n, 227

Prescription collections, 439–42; Antai baohuan liangfang 安胎保產良方, 445; Lei Gong puozhi yaoxing fujing 雷公炮制藥性賦, 440; readership, 472, 473; Shifang gexiao 時方規校; Shifang miyong 時方妙用, 434–35; Shifang miyong 時方妙用, 434–35; Tangye tongxue, 315; Yanfang baipian 餐方彙編, 432n; Yanfang xinbian 餐方新編, 441–42; Yanfang xinbian 餐方新編, 441–42; Yanfang yaoxing fujing 藥性賦, 527; Yifang jijie 餐方集解, 440. See also Materia medica, Medical texts

Prices of Sibao imprints, 513–18;

Classics, 398, 514–15; comparison to other regions, 517–18; dictionaries, 401, 551; examination
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preparation texts, 514, 515, 517; fengshui manuals, 514; fiction, 491, 495, 514; guides to good fortune, 514; household encyclopedias, 517; medical texts, 428, 432, 446, 514, 517; primers, 330–31; retail, 514–15; songbooks, 506; wholesale, 513–14
Primers, 321, 322, 326–49; for abacus, 343–44; Bajiu xing 百家姓, 321, 326, 328, 349; Caojue baiyun 草訣 百韻, 344; character formation, 335–36; compendia, 344–45, 348–49, 407–8; compilers, 310; demand for, 123, 237; Dici gui 弟子規, 162, 332–33; Ershi xiao 二十孝, 344–45; Gaohu zhananwen 古書篆文, 344; Jingshi chuanwen 聖世傳文, 344; Linshi kaiфа 臨池楷法, 344; Lishu fatie 廉書法帖, 344; Liren shike 優士時課, 344; memorization, 405–6, 527; paper, 121, 330; prices, 330–31; Qianzi wen 千字文, 321, 326–27, 328, 330; quality, 330; Quanshi wen 經世文, 344; Sanzi jing tukaо 三字經圖考, 330–31; Sanzijing zhu 三字經注, 514; Sanzijing zhuji 三字經註解, 348; Sanzijing zuojie 與解 三字經註解備旨, 328; Suanfa cuoyao 算法撮要, 343–44; Suanfa yaojiu 算法要訣, 344; use in twentieth century, 330–32; Xiaoxue 小學, 404–5; Xinke Shengli qimeng dailei 新刻聲律啓蒙對類, 370–71; Xinke zenghu Baijia xing 新刻增補百家姓, 328; Xinke zenghu Sanzijing 新刻增補三字經, 328; Xinke zenghu Qianzi wen 新刻正字畫千字文, 330; Xinse yueshu 新聲幼學, 310; Zenguang zhengwen 增廣正文, 333–35; Zenguang Sanzijing 增註三字經, 328–30; Zhan denghua jixiong 占燈花吉凶, 344; Zhibi tushi 執筆圖勢, 344; Zhushi San Bai Qian Zenguang heke 註釋三百千增廣合刻, 344–45, 348–49, 530–8; See also Educational texts; San-Bai-Qian; Sanzijing Zenguang xianwen
Print burnishers, 107–8
Printing brushes, 95, 107, 111
Printing ink (yi numb), 111–13
Printing rooms, 105
Printing technology: histories, 5. See also Letterpress printing; Lithographic printing; Woodblock printing
Printing tools, 107–8; brushes, 95, 107, 111; local manufacture, 111; surviving, 26
Production quality, of Sibao imprints, 519–22; Classics, 393–95; effects on survival, 25; errors, 6, 519–20; fiction, 481; poor, 6, 319; primers, 330
Profits: amounts, 145–47; nonpayment of taxes and, 265; uses of, 149–58, 274–75, 276
Pronunciation guides, 424, 542–43; Guanhua yin 官話音, 366
Property division: creation of new publishing houses, 160, 161, 165, 167, 175, 288, 293; disputes, 74; documents, 21–22; equal shares, 162; motives, 159–60; of printing workrooms, 161, 168; relations among shufang following, 181, 182–83; of woodblocks, 85, 86, 161, 162, 163
Pu 鋪 (roadside or foot-courier stations), 207
Pu Songling 蒲松齡, 337n, 491, 493
Public land (gongtian), 69–71
Publisher-booksellers, see Sibao publishers/booksellers
Publishing histories, 4, 29n
Publishing houses, see Shufang; Sibao publishing/bookselling industry
Publishing industry, Qing: availability of books, 548–51; book prices, 548–51; core texts, 554–57, 559; distribution of texts, 543–44, 547; in Hunan, 229; in Jiangnan, 295–96; in northern China, 551; official, 283; operational structures, 547–48; prices, 517–18; private, 283; proliferation of operations, 552, 555; specialized local imprints, 557–58. See also Commercial woodblock publishing; Foshanzhen; Xuwanzhen
Pujiiben 普及本 (popular texts), 549
Punti 本地 (original settlers), 89, 252. See also Hakka-Punti War
Qianlong emperor, 322, 388, 428, 450
Qianpu 錢舖 (currency-exchange shops), 218, 240–41
Qianzhuang 錢莊 (native banks), 218, 240–41
Qiansi wen 千字文, 321, 326–27, 328, 330
Qiaozi xiulin 橋梓繡林, 317, 426, 428
Qiling 峨陵, 201
Qing dynasty: censorship, 496–97, 498n; industrial-commercial structure, 294, 296–98, 299–300; resistance to, 42–43, 225. See also Publishing industry, Qing
Qingliu 清流 county, 35n, 42, 45, 58
Qiongji (tang or lou) 瓊記 (堂或樓), 260
Qiu Chunsan 邱春三, 284, 286
Qiu Jun 邱濬, 350n
Qiu 仇 lineage of block carvers, 15
Qixin shuju 启新書局, 264n
Qiuyuan tang 善元堂, 499
Rawski, Evelyn, 52, 146, 515, 564
Red Army, 50
Red Turban rebellions (1854–56), 89, 221
Reference works, 399–402; Sishu renwu leidian chuanzhu 四書人物類 典串珠, 401–2; Tongdian 通典, 353; W'enliao dacheng 文料大成, 353–54. See also Dictionaries; Encyclopedias
Regional texts: fiction, 318, 491–93; Jingfu xinshu 警富新書, 491, 558; Lingnan yishi 嶺南逸史, 492, 558; local writers, 56; Mingshu wenxuan 閩汀文選, 56; songbooks, 318, 502, 505n, 557–58; Yinshi 蠟史, 492, 493, 497; Zhangzhou minjian gushi 漳州民間故事, 531. See also Hakka glossaries
Religion: associations, 75; Buddhism, 73–74, 467; publishers and, 278–79; sects, 47–48; in Sibao, 60, 71–76, 278–79; texts, 467, 523n
Remittance businesses, 241
Index

Renewal and licensing examinations (suiken), 367
Renjia riyong 人家日用, 318, 339–41, 538; demand for, 123, 237; production costs, 146; use of, 566; woodblocks, 100
Republican period: disorder, 49, 50; education system, 54, 57, 91, 92, 260, 530; publishing industry, 91, 92; taxes, 266
Revolt of the Three Feudatories, 43, 280
Rhymed couplets collections: Caiji xinlian tuzhang jiaju 框輯新聯圖 章佳句, 415, 424–26; compilers, 311, 313; Duihan daquan 對聯大全, 312, 426; for household use, 424–26; parallel rhymed couplets, 311; Qianzji xinlian 橋梓繡林, 317, 426, 428
Rhyming dictionaries, 373–74
Ricci, Matteo, 16, 548, 550, 551
Rice cultivation, 46
Rice trade, 45, 66–67, 228–29
Ritual handbooks, 414; Huizuan Jiali tishijijiao 彙纂家禮帖式集要, 316, 317, 416–22, 427, 472, 473, 474; Jiali jicheng 家禮集成, 414–15; messages, 473–74; popularity, 471; readership, 411, 421, 473. See also Etiquette guides; Household encyclopedias
Rivers: in Minxi, 37–38, 42; piracy, 221–22, 250; trade routes, 208–10, 234; transport of books, 246–48
Riyong leishu 日用類書 (encyclopedias for daily use), 411–28
Rizhi lu 日知錄, 403
Roads: bridges built by successful publishers, 157, 246, 290; commercial use, 207–8; conditions, 245–46; post, 207; shipping books via, 245–47; in Sibao, 4, 58
Roadside or foot-courier stations (jub), 207
Rongxian 容縣, Guangxi, 172
Rowe, William, 225
Ruan Yuan 阮元, 232
Ruijin 瑞金, 203, 209, 227, 286
Rushang 儒商 (Confucian merchants), 268, 269–75
Sagely Mother in Heaven (Tianshang shengmu), 71–72
St Clair, William, 532
Sakai Tadao, 411
Salt trade, 45, 147, 258–59, 296
San-Bai-Qian 三白千, 321, 326. See also Baijia qing; Qianzj jing; Sanzi jing
Sanqiu tongsu yanyi 三國通俗演義, see Narrative of the Three Kingdoms
Sanqiu yanyi 三國演義, see Narrative of the Three Kingdoms
Sanyi tonghui 三命通會, 465–66
Sanzi jing 三字經: contents, 327–28; demand for, 123, 179, 237, 326; editions, 328–30, 531; memorization, 527; prices, 310–31; production costs, 145, 146; profits from sales, 147; published by multiple houses, 179; woodblocks, 100
Scholar-merchants (shibang), 268
Schools: book orders, 255–56; booksellers’ visits, 238; business with branch bookstores, 254–56; charitable, 52, 322, 324, 405; community, 52; county, 52; elementary, 52, 324, 326, 374–75, 403–4, 530–31; government, 284, 285; levels, 324,
326; as markets for educational texts, 233, 254–56; in northern China, 55; prefectural, 52; private, 52; proliferation of, 322–24, 556. See also Academies; Education; Family schools
Secret societies, 47–48, 221, 251–52
Shanben 善本 (fine or rare editions), 5
Shancheng tang 善成堂, 11, 12, 539
Shandong province: publishing industry, 11
Shangbao 上保 village, 58, 60
Shang'ge 山歌 (mountain songs), 500, 502
Shanghai: Haishanghua liezhuan 海上花列傳, 494; opening to trade, 221; publishing industry, 91, 532
Shanghan 北寒 (cold damage) theory, 429, 437–38
Shanghang 上杭 county, 35; book-selling routes, 236; bookstores, 239, 264, 267; commercial activities, 45; Communist movement, 54; handicraft industries, 42; paper production, 44
Shankeng 阪坑: paper production, 113, 114
Shanli 山梨 (mountain pear), 94
Shaanxi 杖木 (shamu 桑木), 43
Shanshi 善士, see Gentry
Shenzhi 神人, see Humankind
She 邵 subgroup of Yao, 39–40
Shed people (pengmin), 226
Shegong 社公, 72
Shen Baoshan 沈寶山, 317
Shen Deqian 沈德潜, 358, 507
Slameng bencao jingde 神農本草經讀, 178, 436–39, 519
Shouwen 小文, see Contemporary essays; Eight-legged essays
Sheyinben 石印本, see Lithographic texts
Shizhong chang 時中昌, 117
Shouwen 壽文 (commemorative essays), 281–82
Shuangquan 雙泉 village, 58
Shuidian 書店, see Bookstores
Shufang 書坊, Fujian, publishing industry, 9
resolution, 187; expansion, 150–51; female managers, 133, 134; hired labor, 131; as household industries, 127–31, 134, 149–50, 287; household labor, 99, 128, 130, 175–76, 288, 300; incomes, 145–49; number of, 86; number of titles on book lists, 86; organization, 127–31; partnerships, 258–59, 298; proliferation of, 85–86, 90, 160, 163–64; proportion of household income, 127–28, 150, 176–77; relations with non-Sibao businesses, 259–60; relative wealth, 151–52; successful, 148–49, 151–52; training of male family members, 137–40, 176, 181, 299; use of profits, 149–58, 274–75, 276; variation in sizes, 162–63. See also Sibao publishing / bookselling industry

Shuihu zhuan 水滸傳
Shuhua tongzhen 書畫同珍
Shunde xianzhi 順德縣志
Shusi 书肆
Shuzha 書莊
Shuyuan 書院
Sibao 书宝
Sibao publishing / bookselling industry
Sibao imprints: affordability, 513–14, 515–17; bestsellers, 306, 312, 326, 333, 478; categories, 319–20; choice of texts to publish, 305–6, 309; conditions of surviving, 25, 319; core texts, 321–22, 375, 554; editions for specific markets, 522; as historical sources, 24–25; introduction of new titles, 529; overview, 306–9; popular textual culture context, 523–29, 532–33; production quality, 6, 25, 319, 330, 393–95, 481, 519–22; sources, 309–18; southern Chinese authors, 317–18; stability of canon, 529–33. See also Educational texts; Fiction imprints; Good fortune, guides to; Household encyclopedias; Medical texts; Prices; Ritual handbooks

Sibao publishers / booksellers: charitable activities, 155–56, 157, 277–78, 289–90; as Confucian merchants, 268, 269–75; education given up for publishing career, 135–36, 137–38, 269, 270; education levels, 137–40, 153–54, 272, 274–75, 284, 288–89, 314; elite social status, 276–84; local leadership, 276, 286, 293; mansions, 87–88, 151–52, 190–91; moral worth, 272–73; purchased degrees, 279–80; relations with local officials, 280, 281–83; self-perceptions, 268; social status, 271–72, 286; texts compiled by, 289, 310–14, 374, 412–13; wealth, 276. See also Itinerant booksellers

Sibao publishing / bookselling industry: absence of scholarship on, 3–
Sishu zhengwen 四書正文, 318, 378–80
Sishu zhu daquan 四書註大全, 166–67, 307
Smith, Arthur, 289, 407, 528, 549, 551, 555
Smith, Richard J., 463, 469
Social and political criticism, 495–98, 528, 570; Da hongpao 大紅袍, 496; Ershinian mudu zhi guai xianzhuang 二十年目睹之怪現狀, 494; Guanchang xianxing ji 官場現形記, 494; Hou Shihua zhanan 後水滸傳, 496; Water Margin, 478, 496, 570
Social structure: middle class, 474, 570; mobility, 66, 279, 368, 569–70; status of book merchants, 271–72. See also Gentry
Sichuan province: migration to, 19; publishing industry, 10; schools, 323; Zigong salt merchants, 147, 258–59, 296. See also Yuechi county
Simple story (jinghua), 482
Sishu 私塾, see Family schools
Sishu 四書 (Four Books), 165, 307.
See also Four Books
Sishu buzhuzhi tiqiao hunian 四書補註備旨題竅匯參, 313, 383–87, 394, 514
Sishu jizhu 四書集註 (or 注), 164–65, 180, 385, 387, 514
Sishu renwu leidian zhuanzhu 四書人物類典串珠, 401–2
Sishu yizhu 四書绎註, 376–78
Song Yingxing 宋應星: Tiangong kaiwu 天工開物, 95, 112, 118
Songbooks, 500–506, 512; Che Long gongzi huadeng ji 車龍公子花燈記, 505–6; Che Long xiaojie huadeng ji 車龍小姐花燈記, 504–5; cultural role, 555; Meng Jiangnü ku changcheng 孟姜女哭長城, 501; popularity, 500, 511; prices, 506; Qin Xueji zhanan 秦雪梅傳, 502; regional, 318, 502, 505n, 557–58; Shili ting 十里亭, 502; Shishu ting 十杉亭, 502; Xinke Liang Shanbo Zhu Yingtai 新刻梁山伯祝英台, 500–501; Yuechi editions, 543; Zhao Yulin 趙玉麟, 503–4, 506, 557;
Index

Zhao Yulin changing 某词, 504. See also Wooden-fish books
Songs, mountain, 506, 502
Southern-pronunciation songbooks (nanyin), 505a
Story collections, 477, 479
Strolling Scholars, 289
Students: affordability of books, 516–17; selling books to, 283–84, 306.
See also Education; Schools
Study of editions (banbenxue), 5
Suantiaoyao 算法撮要, 343–44
Suikao 城考 (renewal and licensing examinations), 367
Suizi shua xin 城一刷新 rule, 177–78, 179, 264, 290
Supernatural tales, 490–91; Caomu 草木 春秋演義, 490; Jiazhui Liaozhai zhiyi 加註聊齋 詩異, 491; Liaozhai zhiyi 聊齋 詩異, 491, 495, 514, 522; Pidian Liaozhai zhiyi 批点聊齋 詩異, 491; Pingyao 平妖傳, 490; Siyou ji 四游記, 490; Souben ji 搜神記, 490;
Xu Liaozhai zhiyi 續聊齋 詩異, 491; Yetan suilu 夜譚 隨錄, 491; Zi baya 子不語, 491
Suwei shanfang 素位山房, 116, 242, 258, 531–32, 538
Suwei tang 素位堂, 104, 128, 236, 258
Suzhou: bookselling routes, 194; publishing industry, 9, 10, 545
Taiiping rebellion, 48, 88–90, 221
Taishang yanyi 太上感應篇, 467–68
Taiwan, Hakka migrants, 212
Taiwan hesheng 太學生 (Imperial Academy students), 280
Talent and beauty love stories, see Caizi jiaren
Tangshi biaoxian xiangjie 唐詩合選詳解, 180, 256, 373
Tangshi sanbaishou 唐詩三百首, 372–73, 514
Tangshi sanbaishou zhushu 唐詩三百首注疏, 372–73
Taoban 套版 (two-color) printing, 522
Taxes: commercial, 265; evasion, 265, 266; likin customs duties, 48–49, 89, 266
Teachers: affordability of books, 515–16; booksellers’ contacts with, 233, 283–84; books purchased by, 255; competence, 285; in family schools, 137; incomes, 147, 515–16; professionalization, 322; selling books to, 306
Tea industry, 297
Temporary stalls (bai tanzi), 238
Textbooks, see Educational texts
Textile industry, 297
Textual culture, see Popular textual culture
Theater, see Dramatic works
Tiancha 田茶 hamlet, 62, 131
Tiandihui 天地會, 47, 251–52
Tianhou 天后, 60, 72–73, 77, 278, 279
Tianhou miao 天后廟, 71
Tianshang shengmu 天上聖母 (Sagely Mother in Heaven), 71–72
Timber, 43, 94–95
Ting River 汀江, 37–38
Tingshui 汀水, see Yin River
Tingzhou 汀州 prefecture, 35; degree-holders, 51; economy, 42, 46; forests, 94–95; Hakka migra-
tion to, 39; official publishing, 283; paper production, 113–15, 126; writers, 56
Tingzhou fuzhi 汀州府志, 281
Tong Ji 童季, 284
Tong Nengling 童能靈, 53, 56
Tongsheng 童生 (junior students), 283–84, 375, 475
Tongshu 通書, see Almanacs
Tongzi wenlu 童子問路, 364–65
Tools: binding, 26; printing, 26, 95, 107–11, 111
Trader’s road money (gulu qian), 241
Transport networks: axes, 210; development of bookselling routes and, 207–11; porters, 115, 244, 246.
See also Rivers; Roads
Triads, 221
Tribute-student (gongseng) status, 61, 65
Tsien, Tsuen-hsuin, 4, 6, 8
Tudi bo gong 土地伯公, 72
Twitchett, Denis, 4
United States: reading habits of Chinese laborers in, 471–72, 511, 524
Veterinary texts: Liao ma ji 寮馬集, 446n; Tuojing 駝經, 446n; Yuan Heng liao niu ji 元亨療牛集, 446–48
Virtue, 277–78
Vocabulary words, see Glossaries
Von Glahn, Richard, 277
Wang Shixin 汪士信, 296–97
Wang Shuhe 王叔和, 315
Wang Yangming 王陽明, 40, 53, 54
Wang Yinglin 王應麟, 327, 348
Wang Ze 王澤 uprising, 490
Wang 汪 lineage of block carvers, 15
Wanjuan lou 萬卷樓, 149, 152, 162, 416, 422, 423, 479
Wanzhu lou 萬竹樓, 81
Warm factors disorders (wenbing), 429, 430
Water Margin, 250, 478, 496, 570
Water transport, see Rivers
Watson, James, 558–59
Weixian 威縣, 433, 434
Wenbing 瘟病 (warm factor disorders), 429, 430
Wencui lou 文萃樓, 167–68, 197n
Wengyuan 翁源, 245
Wenhai lou 文海樓: booklists, 397; bookstore printing operations, 264; bookstores, 23, 254–55, 257, 261–62, 267; cover page on gate, 178; division of titles, 162; essay collections, 366, 367; fiction imprints, 478, 479, 483, 488, 491, 495; medical texts, 428, 432; in nineteenth century, 90, 261–62; origins, 261; primers, 344; relations with Foshanzhen publishers, 310; relations with unrelated bookstores, 259; seasonal cycle, 123; songbooks, 501; woodblock storage, 103
Wenhai lou jiaozheng jianyun fenjie Sishu zhengwen 文海樓校正監韻分章分節四書正文, 378–80
Wenhui lou 文匯樓, 83
Wenjing tang 文經堂, 201
Wenlan ge 文蘭閣, 200n
Wenlian tang 文林堂, 169, 284
Wenren 文人, see Literati
Wenxiang ge 文香閣, 261
Wenzhou: bookselling routes, 199;
    bookstores, 174; Hakka migrants,
    41, 213; trade routes, 38
Wenzi tang 文茲堂, 169
West River 西江, 208–9, 250. See also
    Gong River
Wholesale book market, 87, 190–92
Widmer, Ellen, 5
Williams, S. Wells, 470, 511, 548–49,
    551, 561, 567
Wind and fire walls and rooms, 103
Women: agricultural work, 40, 41;
    block cutters, 14–15, 17, 146; childbirth,
    445; education, 155; Hakka customs,
    40, 41, 134; literacy, 527–28; Magang block cutters, 15,
    101–2, 104–5, 133, 536, 545–46;
    managerial roles, 133, 134; printing
    and binding work, 109, 111, 130,
    132, 288; wages, 17, 132–33, 546;
    Xun younü ge 讓幼女歌, 543. See also
    Gender roles
Wood, 43, 94–95
Woodblock printing: dissemination,
    542, 555; flexibility of print runs,
    15–16; introduction to Sibao, 83–84;
    labor, 14, 99, 109, 128, 130;
    output per day, 108–9; physical
    organization, 105–6; portability, 18;
    process, 105–9; production costs,
    13–14, 17, 18; raw materials, 93–96;
    technical simplicity, 13; tools, 26,
    95, 107–8, 111; training workers,
    105. See also Block cutters; Commercial
    woodblock publishing
Woodblocks: destruction, 26; as
    dowries, 86; durability, 16–17n;
    exchanging with other publishers,
    309–10; inheriting, 85, 86, 161, 162,
    163; pawning or mortgaging, 179–
    80r; purchasing from other publish-
    ers, 97, 101, 104, 179; renting,
    163, 179–81, 183; simplified charac-
    ters, 519; sources, 104–5; storage,
    26, 103; surviving, 26; transportation
    costs, 17, 541, 547. See also
    Block cutters; Block cutting
Wooden-fish books (muyushu), 505–6,
    512
Woodside, Alexander, 569
Wu Dajin 吳大綬, 316
Wu Sangui 吳三桂, 225–26, 228
Wuchang 武昌, Hubei: bookselling
    routes, 194, 205; bookstores, 230
Wuchengzhen 吳城鎮, 205, 227
Wuchuan 吳川, Guangdong, 221,
    284
Wugang shuwu 梧岡書屋, 154, 530n
Wuge 武格: fair market, 71, 76, 190;
    mansions, 87–88, 151–52; origins
    of publishing industry, 80–81; posi-
    tion relative to mountain, 456n;
    schools, 154, 530n; society, 67;
    temples, 73, 278; Zou lineage
    dominance, 60. See also Sibao
Wuhu 蕪湖, 12, 539
Wujiang lizhi 五經備旨, 311, 314, 388–
    91
Wujing tang 五經堂, 253, 265
Wu lineage of Ninghua, 98
Wuping 蕪平 county, 35n, 45
Wuxia xiaoshuo 武俠小說 (novels
    about knights-errant), 487, 512n
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Wuyangcheng 五羊城, see Guangzhou city
Wuyuan 武緣 county, 255
Wuzhou 梧州, Guangxi: bookselling routes, 202, 209; bookstores, 174, 223

Xiamen University, 50
Xiang River 湘江, 205, 208, 229
Xiangshan tang 湘山堂, 86, 87, 161, 162, 168

Xiangsheng 鄉生 (students), 283–84

Xiaopi 小批 format, 480
Xie Meilin 謝梅林, 311, 424
Xie Shuishun 謝水順, 4, 55
Xiedou 械斗 (feuds), 77

Xinjing 信經 Tang, 232
Xinmei Zihui 懸金字彙, 399–401
Xinchang Zhuan Zhai  新刻千家詩, 370–71
Xinle Shengli qimeng daikou 新刻聲律启蒙對類, 370–71
Xinle Siyan fuzi 新刻四言雜字, 337–39
Xinquan 新泉, 236
Xinzhai/Zhibian 信札/字辨, 355–57, 408

Xiong Damu 熊大木, 482, 484
Xuan 紙 paper, 115, 117
Xuanji Zibou 懸金字業, 399–401
Xuehai tang 學海堂, 232

Xunzhou 溥州 prefecture, 223
Xu River 相江, 227, 537
Xuwanzhen 滬灣鎮: bookstores, 105–6n, 227, 539; paper production, 537; Sibao bookselling routes, 205
Xuwanzhen publishing industry, 537–40; block cutters, 538–39, 546; branch shops, 539; markets and distribution, 12, 232, 539, 547; output, 11, 540; printing rooms, 105–6n; production quality, 519; publishing houses, 11, 538; traders at Sibao, 191

Xylography, see Woodblock printing

Yabang 牙行 (brokerage firms), 298
Yamens, 233, 238, 284
Yan Maoyou 顏茂猷, 318, 378

Yanfang xinbian 驗方新編, 441–42
Yang Lan 楊瀾, 2, 4, 44, 56, 118, 308
Yangchong 梓城, see Guangzhou city
Yangzhou: publishing industry, 9
Yangzi River, 195, 205, 208, 226, 228, 230

Yanping 延平 prefecture, 45, 95, 197
Yanqian 嚴前, Yongan county, 145
Yao 瑀 people, 39–40
Yaren 牙人 (brokers), 298
Ye Dehui 葉德輝, 17
Ye Mingchen 葉名琛, 560–61
Yesheng gong 葉勝公, 62
Yichang 宜昌, Hubei, 195
Yifang xunzi 義方訓子, 342–43, 527
Yijing tang 楝經堂, 115, 117, 245, 248, 397, 400–401
Yingwen tang 應文堂, 128, 261
Yin-Han River 阴-韓江, 209

Yinhao 銀號 (silver houses), 240
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Yinian shiyong zazi 一年使用雑字，318, 341–42, 538
Yin River 鄞江，37–38, 42, 247
Yinshi 蠟史，492, 493, 497
Yinwu shuwu 印務書屋，265, 266
Yisheng 邑生 (students)，283–84
Yizue 義學，see Charitable or free elementary schools
Yizue sanzi jing 醫學三字經，435–37, 519
Yiyang 益陽，205, 229
Yizhan 驛站 (postal stations) 207
Yongan 永安 county，46, 145, 193, 197, 201
Yongding 永定 county，35, 42, 45, 46, 47, 54
Yongzheng emperor，43, 217, 223, 342, 387
Yongzhou 永州，15
You River 右江，202, 224, 255
Youxue xuzhi 幼學須知，see Youxue gushi qionglin
Yu Xiangdou 余象斗，87, 481–82, 538
Yü Ying-shih，270, 274
Yuan Mei 袁枚，374, 491
Yuan Yi 袁逸，317, 318
Yuanben Erlun qiyou yinduan 原本二論啓幼端，380–83, 408
Yuan Heng liao niu ji 元亨療牛集，446–48
Yuan River 永江，227, 229
Yuanzhou 永州，205
Yu dawen tang 余大文堂，538
Yuechi county 岳池，Sichuan: block-cutting industry，11–12, 14, 17, 536, 540–44; introduction of block-cutting techniques，19; publishing industry，542–44, 557
Yukou 玉扣 paper，115, 117–18, 121.
See also Bamboo paper
Yulin 鄞林 prefecture，223
Yü Yí 袁逸，517, 518
Youzuan Yizong jinjian 御纂醫宗金鑒，428–32, 514
Zaizi tang 在茲堂: fiction imprints，478, 479, 491; manager，169; printing building，106; property division，162, 169; Taiping rebels and，89; texts for officeholders，398; woodblock stock，86, 87, 151
Zao 蚕 (jubie)，94, 102
Zazi 雜字，see Glossaries
Zazi yunwen 雜子韻文 (glossaries in rhyme)，337n
Zelin, Madeleine，296
Zengding Guwen jingyan xiangzhu pangxun hebian 增訂古文精言詳註旁訓合編，360–62
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Zengding Guwen xiyi hebian 增訂古文析義合編, 359–60
Zengguang xianwen 增廣賢文: popularity, 123n, 333; price, 124n, 145–46; production costs, 145–46, 308; published by multiple houses, 179; sales in twentieth century, 531; use of, 335, 351; woodblocks, 165, 307
Zengguang zhengwen 增廣正文, 333–35
Zengzhu Sanzi jing 增註三字經, 328–30
Zhang 柘 (camphor), 94–95
Zhang Ji 張機, 315, 428
Zhang Jiebin 張介賓, 438n, 448
Zhang Xianzhong 張賢忠, 10, 228
Zhang Xiumin 張秀民, 4, 9–10
Zhang Zhigong 張志公, 336–37, 368, 371
Zhangshuzhen 柘樹鎮, Jiangxi, 138, 169–70, 171, 172, 194, 227
Zhangzhou 漳洲: bookselling routes, 196; bookstores, 199, 242, 257–58, 284, 331–32, 358; local dialect dictionaries, 558; trade routes to, 38
Zhao Yulin 趙玉麟, 503–4, 506, 557
Zhaoxing 肇慶 prefecture, 222
Zhejiang province: bookselling routes, 199; Hakka migrants, 211, 212; trade routes, 38
Zheng Zhenduo 鄭振鐸, 3, 486, 540, 546
Zheng Zhenman, 75
Zheng Zhicong 鄭之琮, 364–65
Zhicao 紙槽, see Paper mills
Zhiding 紙丁 (paper nails), 109
Zhihan 紙行 (paper brokers), 115, 116
Zhinan chidu shengli yaojue 指南尺牘生理要訣, 423–24
Zhiping 治平: paper production, 114–15, 116
Zhongguo gongye hezuo xiehui 中國工業合作協會, 120
Zhongguo wenhua fuwushe 中國文化服務社, 267
Zhongtian wu 中田屋, 151
Zhongxinxia 中心堂, 338
Zhongzhou 中洲 village, 538
Zhou Dunyi 鄭振鐸, 3, 486, 540, 546
Zhu Xi 朱熹, 348; on Analects, 382; association with Minbei, 50; citations of, 469; followers, 52–53, 389; on recitation, 406; works, 385, 396, 397, 404–5
Zhubi San Bai Qian Zengguang beke 註釋三百千增廣合刻, 344–45, 348–49, 407–8
Zhuzhi ci 竹枝詞 (bamboo-branch stories), 505n
Zi 柘 (catalpa), 94
Zigong 自貢 salt merchants, 147, 258–59, 296
Zi River 柘, 208, 229
Ziti 字帖 (model books of calligraphy), 336
Zou Bincai 鄭斌才, 251n, 275n
Zou Bingchun 鄭秉椿, 67, 135, 315
Zou Bingjun 鄭秉均, 128, 156–57, 194–95n, 245, 530n
Zou Boan 鄭伯安, 88–89
Zou Bolong 鄭伯龍, 201, 238, 284–85
Zou Chun 鄭春, 314
Zou Fei 鄭斐, 311, 312
Zou Funan 鄭扮南, 82–83, 154, 280, 530n
Zou Guoguang 鄭國光, 157, 201
Zou Hongchun 邹洪春, 136–37, 151–52, 154, 274
Zou Hongqi 邹洪起, 170, 171, 175
Zou Hongxing 邹洪興, 170, 171
Zou Hongyou 邹鸿猷, 138, 170, 171–72, 175
Zou Huilong 邹惠龙, 315
Zou Huiyue 邹徽越, 315
Zou Jianchi 邹建池, 90, 195, 258, 259, 261–62, 264
Zou Jinghong 邹景鸿, 314, 389
Zou Jingyang 邹景阳, 311, 313, 314, 389, 412–13, 414, 424–26
Zou Jingzhang 邹景章, 314, 389
Zou Jiatai 邹际泰, 173, 174
Zou Jiyu 邹际虞, 173, 174
Zou Jun 邹均, 151, 205
Zou Kongai 邹孔爱, 106, 151, 170–75 passim
Zou Kongchang 邹孔昌, 172, 173, 202
Zou Kongchun 邹孔椿, 171, 175, 176
Zou Kongjia 邹孔嘉, 102, 171, 175, 176, 250, 251
Zou Kongmiao 邹孔茂, 138, 170–71
Zou Kongshu 邹孔书, 170, 172, 173, 202
Zou Liulang 邹六郎, 60
Zou Mengchun 邹孟纯, 81, 83, 84, 96, 97
Zou Ming 邹明, 149, 152
Zou Mo 邹谟, 312, 374
Zou Pibin 邹丕彬, 102, 172, 173, 251
Zou Pihuang 邹丕煌, 172, 173, 174
Zou Pikang 邹丕康, 144, 172
Zou Pinghan 邹屏翰, 312, 426
Zou Pirong 邹丕融, 172, 173
Zou Qicui 邹启萃, 273–74, 317
Zou Shengmai 邹圣梅: calligraphy of, 311, 507–10; education, 135–36; family, 265; shufang management, 233, 315; social status, 280; texts compiled or edited by, 311–14 passim, 350–54 passim, 389–90, 499, 508; on value of education, 154
Zou Shengru 邹圣儒, 315
Zou Shilu 邹石鲁, 63, 80, 113
Zou Shuwent 邹述文, 129, 169–70, 194
Zou Tinglu 邹廷禄, 314
Zou Xibao 邹希宝, 187, 311, 314, 389, 412–13, 415, 424
Zou Tingzhong 邹廷忠, 312, 415
Zou Weian 邹位安, 23, 255
Zou Weizong 邹维宗, 80, 83, 84, 193, 249
Zou Xibao 邹希宝, 315
Zou Xinfeng 邹新丰, 23, 255
Zou Xiyou 邹希尤, 23, 255, 271–72
Zou Xuesheng 邹学圣, 79–80, 83, 97, 269
Zou Yanglu 邹仰鲁, 63, 80, 81
Zou Yuanchang 邹远昌, 265, 266
Zou Yuting 邹仰亭, 315
Zou Zhaomin 邹兆敏, 157, 290
Zou Zhaoxiong 邹兆熊, 82, 176
Zou Zheng'e 邹正棻, 312
Zou and Ma publishers/booksellers, see Sibao publishers/booksellers
Zougong 邹公, 72
Zou lineage: ancestor worship, 60; ancestral halls, 62; conflicts with Ma lineage, 76–77, 187, 456; dominance of Wuge, 60; examination results, 65–66, 136, 456; founding ancestor, 60; genealogies, 20–21, 62, 281; generational continuity of publishing, 169–74; gentry status, 275–86; history, 60, 62; landholdings, 69; lower-
shrine, 62, 69, 82–83; markets, 71;
multiplicative ties to Ma lineage, 58, 68, 186; occupations, 62–67; origins of publishing industry, 79–81, 82–83; rules, 140–41; social status, 280;
upper-shrine, 62. See also Lineages

Zushi zupu 鄒氏族譜, 276
Zuo Zongtang 左宗棠, 48, 89
Zushang 族商 (lineage merchants), 4
Zushu tang 祖述堂, 170, 171, 443
Zutian 祖田, see Ancestral estates